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CHALLENGES FACING GLOBAL SUPPLY-CHAINS IN THE 21 ST CENTURY
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If the ‘90s have been characterized by many logistician
and engineers as the decade of “speed” to market at 
front half and “globalization” at the back half, then the firs
decade of the 21st century may well be characterized as
“customization”. The reasons we must focus o
customization are:  (a) the retail environment is gettin
more competitive every day brought on by an eve
increasing cannibalization in the retail world; (b) with the
world-wide web at a new height of activity and awarenes
the consumer is constantly seeking new levels o
satisfaction or they will take their money elsewhere; (c
vendors are realizing that with less people frequenting t
malls, the ones who do are doing a heightened amou
comparative shopping; and (d) the end user is prepared
walk into a store not to find the finished product on th
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shelf, but have it assembled and match other purchases - 
the spot or within 24 to 48 hours.  To be successful we
must try new and old solutions because the marketplace 
working in new and old ways.

In facing the challenges of the 21st Century, our
creative and entrepreneurial skills will be tested.  In
addition to answering “what-if” questions about which
processes will be owned versus which will be partnered
there must be a real discussion of “why” when
“partnership” or “shared services” may have become
overused phrases and some of the results sought may n
have been achieved because expectations were not s
properly in the first place.

We will explore a case study through Joint Application
Development (JAD) processes how the “as-is” works for
the client and customer who are, for the first time,
establishing a relationship.  The partnership is abou
supplying competitively priced and simulation-tested
distribution services in a hoped for “future state” for the
consumer.  We need processes, people, and softwa
systems flexible enough to manage our business in such
way that a consumer can track and trace his/her produc
adjust their order, cancel their order, customize their order
provide input on the quality of the product and service, and
do it with or without vendor-based intervention.

If the end-user of the 80’s and 90’s were saying: right
product, right place, right time, then the ones in the 21st

Century will want it the right way.  Let us therefore,
simulate and redesign the supply-chain process with
numerous opportunities for options and scenarios which
are customer/consumer and price/value driven.
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